Romeo and indi

Todd 'Romeo' Smith was a fictional character of Home and Away. He appeared in the show from
to Romeo Smith is portrayed by Luke Mitchell. Romeo is described as good looking and
"cheeky, funny and gentlemanly". He knows how to "turn on the charm" and flirts with every
woman he meets. Romeo is also "sharp as a tack" and can bite back. Mitchell describes his
character as being "very good with the girls, but not in a sleazy way". Mitchell also added that
his character is different to him, he said "He's so confident and I can be quite shy, so it's
liberating". Mink, who was called Romeo's "mysterious sister", arrives in the Bay to see her
brother after she is released from a youth detention center for an unknown crime. Mink is a
surfer, like her brother, and is described as being "stroppy" and having "plenty of sass and
street smarts". Despite the siblings being apart for several years, Mink is quick to defend her
brother and she punches John Palmer Shane Withington , when he insults Romeo. It is later
revealed that Mink killed her and Romeo's abusive stepfather. Mink and Romeo have a
heart-to-heart and she later decides to leave the bay. Jill is an alcoholic and even though Romeo
loves her, he is humiliated by her actions and wants his mother to be normal. Romeo has turned
into the adult in their relationship. Jill has used the life insurance money she received after the
death of her husband to buy drink. Of her arrival, Mitchell said "She comes back to the Bay to
try to re-establish her relationship with her son Romeo". The storyline between Romeo and Jill
was character-driven, of this Mitchell said "Even though the underlying issue is the alcoholism
it was very much the relationship between Romeo and his mother and how her relationship with
others filters through the community". Mitchell hinted at a romance between the pair before
Weaving returned to the screen again in June Mitchell said "They meet at school. There's an
attraction, because Indi's a beautiful girl, but Romeo isn't looking for a girlfriend. He's still
heartbroken over Annie". He added that Romeo and Indigo have a lot in common and that she
goes out of her way to see that he is okay. The character's friendship begins to develop into
something more and Weaving admitted that Indigo and Romeo were likely to face a "rocky road"
before they eventually got together. Their first kiss comes as a surprise and Weaving said "It's
quite funny because Indigo is yelling at Romeo for reading into their friendship too much, and
then he decides to just kiss her as she's half-way through telling him off! However, Weaving
explained that the pair would not get together quickly, saying "Indigo responds well to the kiss,
but there's definitely still some speed bumps pending in them getting together. Indi definitely
thinks that this is going to be a relationship, whereas Romeo has his doubts about it. Indigo is
reluctant to take their relationship to the next level because of an unresolved issue from a
previous relationship. She starts ignoring Romeo in a bid to avoid the problem, but she
eventually tells him that her ex-boyfriend started dating her mother. Weaving said that Indigo
avoids Romeo because she has not got closure over her past relationship. She added "[Indi]
didn't realise until she got close to Romeo that she still has unresolved feelings about her past".
Romeo encourages Indigo to talk to her mother and attempt to sort things out. Mitchell revealed
in January that Romeo and Indigo's relationship would come under strain. Mitchell said "There
are a lot of interesting times ahead for Romeo. A lot of relationship stuff, a lot of ups and
downs. He goes through a really torturous time. It's a very rocky path. Mitchell also commented
on a teaser clip, which showed Romeo kissing Ruby Buckton Rebecca Breeds , he said "I saw
the teaser and was like, 'Wow, that's certainly going to raise some eyebrows! She decides that
Romeo is the guy for her, but time will tell if this is actually the case. He also stated: "Fans will
definitely take sides on this one. Luke Mitchell, Rebecca Breeds and Samara Weaving are
having a great time with this storyline, and we'll see a new side to all of them as they face the
consequences of their actions. Ruby reveals the truth to Indigo. Weaving said her "knight in
shining armor has been shattered" as she thought Romeo was the one person who wouldn't
cheat; Indigo cannot "understand the circumstances" which have led to Romeo's infidelity. She
said that they could repair their relationship; "she just needs time to grieve" and that viewers
expected them to part ways. Romeo and Indigo get back together and while on a trip to Hawaii,
Romeo proposes. The Hawaii shoot was announced in February by Cameron Welsh. He
revealed that it would be a big story, while The Sunday Telegraph reported that Weaving was
one of four cast members who had travelled to Hawaii for a "powerful storyline". It was later
announced that Mitchell, along with Georgie Parker and Robert Mammone, had also travelled to
Hawaii to film the storyline. Parker explained "I think Roo has just championed Romeo's cause a
bit - she sees a young man who has some drive and wants to encourage him to do his best.
However, Indigo helps win over Roo and Romeo's business acquaintance, Marty. Marty makes
Indigo a job offer, which leads to Romeo proposing. Mitchell told TV Week: "The fact that Indi's
been offered a job brings up the prospect of being separated from her again. And Romeo
doesn't deal with that well. He's finally got the girl of his dreams, and she might be going away.
In a July interview Welsh explained that the newlyweds will face challenges when they discover
marriage is hard work and their relationship will be put under strain. Romeo arrives in town

looking for Jai Fernandez Jordan Rodrigues , his old friend from foster care. Gina Austin Sonia
Todd persuades Romeo to go back to school. It is later revealed that Romeo's family broke
down when his mother killed his abusive stepfather to protect him and his sister took the blame.
His sister, Mink, arrives in town and a few months later, his alcoholic mother, Jill Josephine
Mitchell , arrives too. Romeo and Mink part on good terms, but he and Jill do not. He dates
Annie Campbell for a while until she chooses to return to Japan. Romeo then starts dating
Indigo Walker and they enjoy spending time with each other. Romeo is put to work in the
kitchen at the Diner as his presence starts to interfere with Indi's work. Romeo later decides that
he is ready to lose his virginity, but Indi leaves the house crying and without explaining to
Romeo why. He tries calling her, but she does not answer. He then talks to Nicole Franklin
Tessa James about what happened and she tells him that she will speak to Indi. Indi finds
Romeo and tells him that they need to take things more slowly. Romeo is angry when Indi
confesses that she took and read a letter from Annie to him. Indi believes that Romeo is still in
love with Annie and Romeo proves to her that she is the only one for him. Indi then apologizes
for how she has been acting. Romeo reveals to Indi that he deliberately failed his HSC because
he loves her and wants to be with her. Romeo starts to question his relationship with Indi and
he becomes frustrated with being back in school. Romeo becomes friends with Casey Braxton
Lincoln Younes after they end up in detention together. Indi leaves Romeo some cryptic clues
for a special night she has planned for him, but he believes Indi is going to end their
relationship. Ruby Buckton tells Romeo that she likes him and they have sex. Romeo is
shocked when he learns that Indi was not going to break up with him. He tells Ruby that he and
Indi are still together and that nothing will ever happen between them. Ruby tells Indi that she
and Romeo had sex, devastating both Indi and Romeo. Romeo tries to apologise, but Sid Robert
Mammone refuses to let him into the house. Romeo invites Indi out on a picnic and she goes,
but tells Romeo that they are over. Romeo meets Emily Logan Madison Kerry and they have
sex. Romeo loses interest in her and tells her that she meant nothing to him, appalling Indi.
Romeo spends time working at the shelter and decides to stop wallowing and take action. He
starts a Surf School business. Romeo does not like Indi's new admirer, Kieran Monroe Andrew
Hazzard , and warns Indi not to go out with him, but she refuses to listen. Kieran turns nasty
one night and Indi calls Romeo, who rescues her. Sid warns Romeo off of Indi and he agrees,
which annoys Indi. However, he decides to profess his feelings for her and they get back
together. Sid is not happy and expresses his distrust of Romeo at a dinner. Romeo discovers
that he has Chlamydia and tries to contact Ruby. When Casey finds out, he punches Romeo.
The Blaxland breaks and Romeo attempts to fix it himself. Romeo gets distracted trying to stop
a River Boy fight and neglects his lifesaving duty. Romeo becomes desperate to fix the boat and
agrees to take two River Boys out on a charter. He then becomes caught up in a drugs bust.
Morag tells Romeo that he cannot use the Blaxland for his business, but Roo decides to be his
mentor and Morag changes her mind. Romeo exchanges his business class ticket for two
economy ones and invites Indi to go with him. During their trip, Romeo proposes to Indi and she
accepts. They decide to get married straight away. Sid arrives in Hawaii, but gives Romeo and
Indi his blessing. They marry and on their return home, they move in with Roo. When they start
to struggle financially, Romeo and Indi move into the Farmhouse. Romeo starts giving surfing
lessons and later lends a large amount of money to his sister, which upsets Indi. She urges him
to get a job with the new resort, which he does. However, Romeo quits shortly after to start
surfing in competitions. Ruby decides to join Romeo on the circuit. When Indi catches Romeo
and Ruby sharing a motel room she jumps to the wrong conclusion and later goes out with
Logan Meyer David Berry. Romeo pleads with Indi to make their marriage work and she agrees.
They go on a holiday and when they return, Indi vows to trust Ruby and support Romeo with his
surfing. However, the couple soon realise that they got married too young. Indi reveals that she
had sex with Logan, while Romeo admits to kissing Ruby. Indi continues to see Logan and
Romeo insinuates that she is a gold-digger. Romeo admits to Ruby that he has feelings for her
and they start dating. Romeo wins a surfing competition, but when he is nearly hit by a car, he
badly injures his knee. Sid tells Romeo that he will probably not be able to surf again. Ruby
suggests that she and Romeo go into business together using the money she inherited from
Charlie's death. She transfers some money to Romeo, but when Indi tells Romeo that she is in
debt and thinking of dropping out of university, he lends her Ruby's money. When Romeo
learns that Ruby has warned Indi off, he confronts her about her manipulation. When Romeo
goes to break up with Ruby, she tells him she is pregnant. Romeo does not take the news well,
but vows to stick by Ruby and the baby. However, Ruby later confesses she made the
pregnancy up and Romeo breaks up with her, confessing that he still loves Indi. Ruby tampers
with the breaks to Indi's car, which results in Dexter Walker Charles Cottier being in a near-fatal
accident, leaving him with brain damage. During this time, Indi has a brief relationship with

Liam, leaving Romeo hurt, but determined to win her back. The pair eventually reunite following
Dex's accident and they re-marry in an intimate ceremony with their family and friends. They
also embark on a new business venture, opening the Summer Bay Body and Soul gym. Not long
after, Romeo begins experiencing pain in his upper back. After consulting with Sid Walker
Robert Mammone , he learns he has stage four melanoma and begins chemotherapy. Romeo
asks Sid not to tell Indi and Sid reluctantly agrees. Realising that he is going to die and
unwilling to put Indi through anymore heartache, Romeo plans a romantic getaway for the two
of them as a way to say goodbye. He leaves a letter for her, still not divulging his cancer
diagnosis, and goes to meet Liam, who has also decided to leave the Bay. The two ride off on
Liam's motorcycle. Not long after, Romeo signs over the gym to Indi. A few months later, Indi
receives news from Liam that Romeo has died. His ashes were returned to the Bay and
sprinkled across the cliff where the couple had spent their last night together. This wiki. This
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slept with. Indigo "Indi" Smith nee Walker is the daughter of Dr. Sid Walker and Jody Walker.
She's the older sister of Dexter Walker and the older half-sister of Sasha Bezmel. She's also the
wife of Romeo Smith. Indi is angry when Sid tracks them down at the party and snaps when he
lectures them about honesty. Indi sees Nicole trying to kiss Sid after she revealed that she had
feelings for him, however, he pushes Nicole away. Indi then goes off with a group of teenagers
and she begins to spiral out of control and smokes marijuana. After falling asleep. Indi wakes
up and loses her footing, causing her to fall through a glass coffee table and badly cutting her
face. The group of teenagers drop Indi off at the hospital and run off. Whilst Indi is being treated
for her injuries she refuses to see her father. Nicole later visits Indi in hospital and tries to
convince her that it was she who pursued Sid, but Indi does not believe her. Indi is told by a
surgeon that her injuries should be easy to treat and with that Jody announces that she is
taking Indi and Dexter back to the city. Indi then leaves Summer Bay with Dexter and Jody. Indi
and Dexter leave Jody at the airport and return to Sid's home after deciding not to go travelling
with her. Indi agrees to return to Summer Bay along with Sid as he returns for a permanent
position at the hospital. Indi moves into the Farmhouse along with her family. Indi and Nicole
see each other at school, but both end their feud and start afresh. She later meets Romeo Smith
and becomes attracted to him but Indi is disappointed when he says he is not interested in
romance at the moment. Indi is annoyed when Dexter reveals to Romeo the dreams she has
been having about him therefore revealing her feelings for him. She is later angry with Dexter as
Romeo begins to avoid her as he is not ready for a relationship, following his split with Annie.
Indi becomes disheartened when Sid starts to go back to his philandering ways, but he tells Indi
and Dexter that they are the most important people in his life. Indi and Romeo start to realise
their feelings for each other after spending time together, but Romeo admits he is hesitant to
start a relationship. They eventually kiss and start dating. Charlie sees this and tells Angelo,
who sacks Indi. Irene then offers Indi a job at the Pier Diner and she accepts. Indi begins to feel
like she loves Romeo and when Romeo asks her about it, she confesses that she may love him
a little bit. He cannot say it back because of his feelings about Annie, so he breaks up with Indi,
which leaves her devastated. Romeo realises he made a mistake and gets back with Indi by
telling her that he may love her a little bit too. Romeo decides he is ready to lose his virginity to
her and they go upstairs, but a few minutes later Indi runs out crying without explaining to
Romeo why. He tries to ring her, but she does not answer. She later talks to Sid and Nicole and
she tells Romeo that they need to take things slowly. Romeo encourages her to email her
mother. Indi steals a letter from Annie to Romeo and he is angry when he finds out. Indi believes
that Romeo is still in love with Annie, but Romeo states that she is the only one for him. Indi
apologises for her behaviour. Indi worries about failing her HSC. Romeo deliberately fails his
because he loves her and wants to be with her. However, Indi passes her HSC and she begins a
business studies course at university. Romeo starts to question his relationship with Indi and
he believes she is going to break up with him. Indi leaves Romeo some cryptic clues for a
special night she has planned for him, but he fails to turn up. Ruby later tells Indi that she and
Romeo had sex. Romeo tries to apologise, but Indi insists they are over. Romeo warns Indi not
to go out with him, but she refuses to listen. When Kieran turns nasty one night, Indi calls
Romeo to rescue her. Romeo professes his feelings for Indi and they get back together. Nicole
leaves Summer Bay, leaving Indi upset. Romeo proposes and she accepts. They decide to get
married straight away. Sid arrives and interrupts the wedding, but he gives Romeo and Indi his
blessing and they marry. On their return home, they move in with Roo. When they struggle
financially, they move into the Farmhouse. Indi turns against Roo when she discovers she is
seeing Sid, however they later make up. He brings her home to meet Indi and Dex and they
eventually bond. Things get worse when Romeo admits to lending a large amount of money to

his sister. Indi urges him to get a job with the new resort. Dex and Indi suspect Sid of Stu's
murder when his body turns up, but Sasha confesses it was her fault. Romeo leaves his job in
sales to start surfing in competitions, which annoys Indi. They talk and she eventually supports
him. When she discovers Ruby is attending the competitions with Romeo, she decides to trust
him. When she decides to surprise Romeo in his room one night, Indi finds Ruby there and
jumps to the wrong conclusion. Indi goes out with Logan and Ruby sees them together. Romeo
tries to persuade her to make their marriage work and she agrees. Logan gives Indi some
expensive earring and they later kiss. Romeo and Indi realise they got married too young. Indi
continues to see Logan, who buys her a dress for an evening out. Romeo insinuates she is a
gold-digger and he later begins dating Ruby. Indi becomes concerned for Romeo, when she
learns he has had an accident. She tries to visit him in the hospital, but Ruby stops her and
asks her to leave. Indi tells Romeo that she is in debt and is thinking of dropping out of
university. Romeo later transfers some money into Indi's account and tells her to pay it back
when she can. Logan learns Indi still has feelings for Romeo and they break up. Indi learns
Ruby is pregnant and she resolves to stay away from Romeo. However, Ruby later confesses
she made the pregnancy up and Indi allows Romeo to stay the night at the farm. Romeo
confesses that he still loves Indi and he attempts to kiss her, but she asks him to leave. She
later tells him to break up with Ruby if he wants to move on and he does. Ruby cuts the brake
cables on Indi's car as an act of revenge but Dexter borrows the car and crashes sustaining a
life-threatening head injury. As Ruby has left a voicemail on Indi's phone warning her not to
drive the car it is clear who the culprit is and she ends up confessing and going to jail. Indi and
Romeo get back together although they still have a turbulent relationship. They re-open the gym
in the Surf Club and it seems like their life is good. However, Romeo learns that
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he has skin cancer and together with Sid they keep it a secret from Indi. Indi suspects
something is going on, but no one will tell her. Romeo leaves the Bay, unable to tell Indi that he
has cancer and with the intention of sparing her watching him die. Indi is devastated and
eventually Sid tells her Romeo has cancer. Indi tries to find Romeo, but later gives up. Indi later
learns from Liam that Romeo has died of his illness and she is devastated and grief-stricken.
She scatters his ashes with Dex and Sasha and starts having recurring dreams about him. She
also ends her relationship with Chris, feeling that she is betraying Romeo's memory. After
reassessing her life, Indi decides to leave the Bay to travel overseas and leaves the gym in
Casey and Heath's hands. It is later mentioned that she now lives in Copenhagen, Denmark.
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